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Abstract

The paper reviews methods and trends of numerical modelling of geomechanical processes around underground mine excavations. The most rational method of determining the additional stresses caused by the mine excavations is chosen. Mathematical modelling was performed for excavations of various cross sections and different strength of rocks. The dimensions of the inelastic deformation zone around the mine excavations have been identified. The area of the total fracture zone around the excavation, as well as the area of the roof fracture zone are calculated. The results of the fracture zone modelling are presented both as coordinates and in a graphical form. To simplify application of the modelling results, dependency plots of the obtained parameters were created and analytical dependencies of the fracture zone parameters were identified.

The SURFER and KOMPAS software packages were used as the graphic tools to visualize the modelling results.
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1. Introduction

The stability of a mine excavation means that the main technological, i.e. load-bearing capacity, and geometric characteristics of the mine support do not change over a certain period of time. In most cases, the excavation retains its basic parameters due to the specific features of the surrounding rock mass or the type of the rock support used. The modern theory of geomechanics distinguishes two main types of retaining technological and geometric parameters of mine excavations. The stability of excavations is maintained without the use of any kind of anchoring or impact on the surrounding rock. This option is suitable for sufficiently strong rock masses that are not considerably fractured and are not subject to weathering. The second case is the use of dedicated load-bearing structures (rock support), which is applied when the rock mass is characterized with low strength, is significantly fractured and is subject to rock strength change under the action of external factors (water, air, etc.).

If the rock mass has the necessary natural stability, no technological support is required for the excavation in these conditions. Stable but naturally or technogenically fractured rocks masses ask for different types of injection support, either chemically or by means of local posts in areas prone to caving. Medium stable, unstable and extremely unstable rocks always require support [1,2].

Studying rock mass stability in underground excavations is the most important scientific and practical task. So far, no single efficient theory of rock stability in underground mining has been proposed. It is explained by the great variety of mining and
geological conditions existing at each operation. Therefore, the main tool in the preliminary design of rock support is the recommendations, in particular, the construction codes of practice. However, the codes themselves indicate the need for additional studies of the factors determining the stability of mine excavations [3,4].

One of the specific features of modern underground construction is constantly increasing complexity of mining, geological and technical conditions of mining activities. This explains why a rational solution to the problems associated with ensuring the stability and reliability of underground excavations, directly depends on the choice of methods to predict and correctly interpret geomechanical processes in the surrounding rock mass.

Creation of any cavity (a mine excavation) can cause either a significant change in the natural stress field inside the rock mass or just its minor alteration. All these changes are highly dependent on the interaction between a large number of factors, which are divided into several segments. In most cases, the segmentation and effects of such factors are highly dependent on the specific conditions of the mine workings. Therefore, it is not always possible to assess the impact of a single segment of conditions on the overall condition of a technogenic cavity [5].

All of this explains why it is practically impossible to account for the impact of a large variety of mining conditions using simple analytical methods and techniques. More advanced methods and models are currently used for more rational and in-depth studies of the surrounding rock mass.

Mining operations always cause changes in the original natural stress- and-strain state of the rock masses. A new stress-and-strain state is always formed around any technogenic underground cavity and excavation, which in some cases may significantly differ from the original one near the mine workings and tend to come to the original natural state only at a considerably long distance from the mine working. In terms of the mine excavations stability, only the adjacent area of the rock mass is of interest, where processes associated with a significant loss of its strength characteristics take place.

If the generated stress-and-strain state of the rock mass around the excavation exceeds the ultimate level, a rock failure will take place, which may develop gradually and smoothly over time and within the rock mass boundaries. This failure will depend on the characteristics of the rocks and the rock support used. In an unfavorable case, the rock failure will be dynamically manifested as rock bursts and blowouts [6].

A number of modelling techniques, which are selected with account for the research goals and tasks, can be used for the up-to-date analysis of geomechanical processes inside the rock mass. The most rational currently used modelling methods are the physical and mathematical modelling. Among the physical modelling methods, the most commonly used are those based on equivalent materials and optically active materials. However, due to the complexity of creating such models and the need for expensive specialized equipment, as well as the significant time spent on producing the model itself, the use of these physical methods is limited and finds its application in the simulation of larger-size objects, e.g. dams, structures with large cross-sections, etc. Therefore, various mathematical models of rock masses provide a more universal and less expensive method of modelling.

In mathematical and numerical modelling of processes that take place inside the rock mass there are three main solution methods: the force method, the displacement method and the mixed method. In solution of geomechanical problems, when analysing the geomechanical processes taking place around the excavations and caused by the rock pressure, the force method is usually used.

In the case of a long excavation which length can exceed its height and width by many times, the volumetric task of calculating stresses and displacements in the surrounding rock mass can be reduced to a two-dimensional problem. Then, any geomechanical problem is reduced to considering the stress and displacement fields around the excavation's cross section only, i.e. to the calculation of stresses around a conditional cross-section of the excavation when the rock mass is considered as a weightless plate which external boundaries extending from the centre of the excavation are loaded with stresses acting in the intact rock mass at the point that corresponds to the centre of the modelled excavation. This calculation scheme is simple and clear, and allows for a sufficiently accurate assessment of stress concentrations in the vicinity of the excavation. The solution will be correct only for excavation's cross sections that remain flat during the deformation process. Such cross-sections that are normal to the longitudinal axis should be located at a distance of $1 > 6D$ away from the face, where $D$ is the span of the lateral section or the diameter of the excavation with a circular cross section. The error resulting from solving the problem for conditions of flat deformation does not exceed 10% [3].
2. Materials and methods

Among the modern numerical methods for solving such problems are the finite difference method (FDM), the finite element method (FEM) and the boundary element method (BEM). Sometimes, engineering methods are used that are based on the combination of theoretical solutions with data from experimental studies and measurements, which allow introduction of correction factors complementing and adjusting the mathematical model to the real-life conditions [7–10].

Nowadays, the most commonly and widely applied method of analytical modelling is the finite element method (FEM), which allows to obtain information on the stress distribution around the mine excavation area when designing various protection solutions. This method is implemented in a number of software packages (ANSYS, Solidworks, Plaxis, etc.). As any other method, it is also not flawless in the way it is applied in the software. Such disadvantages include the fact that the main focus in the software is placed on visualising the problem solutions through coloured zones representing the stress or strain distribution. These FEM drawbacks are inherent in most software products that are based on this method, which significantly limits their application for precise engineering tasks and the design of mine excavations [10,11].

Therefore, in this paper all numerical simulations are performed using the boundary integral equations method, which makes it possible to determine stresses and strains in numeric format at any point of the rock mass. This method is also quite widely used for solving geomechanical problems [12–14].

The research task was set to study the size and shape of the inelastic deformation zone for the arched and trapezoidal shapes of the mine excavations. This problem was solved using mathematical modelling for elastic–plastic settings.

The process of a cavity formation in the rock mass is modelled by a geometric hole of a given shape inside the rock mass if, which has a natural stress state. This process induces an increase or redistribution of the initial stress field. These changes (in this case, an increase is assumed) that takes place in the rock mass are divided into several stages.

A numerical simulation is performed to determine the stress field in the adopted elastic state of the rock mass characterized with a variable outline at each stage under consideration. At the first stage, this boundary corresponds to the given excavation outline. During the second stage, this outline matches the boundaries of the zone obtained during the previous stage, etc. At each stage, the stresses at the resulting internal boundary shall retain the values reached during the previous stage. Thus, it is assumed that at any loading stage the additional elastic displacements at the inner boundary of the elastic part of the rock mass take place without resistance, as with an unsupported contour (in this case there is no reaction pressure from the rock support). The accumulated displacements of this contour that occurred during the previous loading stages remain unchanged. At each rock mass loading stage, an elastic problem is solved using the boundary integral element method. This method is the most rational and efficient option due to the unpredictable complexity of the intermediate contours of the fracture zone in the course of loading [15].

At all the problem solution stages, the achieved stress–strain condition is assessed using accepted strength criteria. The numerical option does not limit the number of failure criteria, so both the shear (Mohr-Coulomb) and the rupture (highest tensile strains) criteria are used simultaneously [16].

The Mohr-Coulomb rock strength condition is the most commonly used criterion in geomechanical calculations. Since this function was created, and not only has the model preserved its topicality, but it is also constantly used to create new analytical expressions. It is important that, according to Mohr’s theory, rock failures occur only due to shear or tensile stresses. The rock mass failure takes place when at least one of the two conditions is met, i.e. excess of tensile or shear stresses (tangential stresses) limit [17–19].

In this or the studied case, the modelling task is to determine the coordinates of the fracture zone boundaries (or the inelastic deformation zone) inside the underground excavation based on the stress-and-strain state of the rock mass. The simulation considered a vertical cross section of the rock mass with a cut which geometry is defined by the typical sections of the excavation, in this case, with an arched profile. The excavation geometry is set as a polygon, which geometry is defined by the coordinates of the nodes, i.e. the polygon vertexes (see Fig. 1). For the solution of this problem we shall limit the scope to a finite series of points located in a strictly defined order. All the investigated points are located along the lines coming from the middle of the plot at a fixed distance from each other. The model is divided into a finite number of segments limited by points with specified coordinates. The number of dividing points remains constant. The length of the dividing intervals is approximately equal to 0.5 m in all modelling cases. Since a significant accumulation of additional stresses is
always observed in the corners of the model, all corners of the model were obtruncated, which reflects a more realistic picture of the excavation boundaries [15].

Fig 1 shows a schematic drawing of dividing the excavation into segments (the segments are shown with points along the excavation perimeter) and a schematic diagram of dividing the lines into points with a given step (dividing points are shown with crosses along the line), where the acting stresses are determined. The initial division step and all the subsequent steps are equal to 0.1 m. Fig 2 displays the line inclination angles that are perpendicular to the excavation boundaries and cover the surrounding rock mass in a uniform manner.

The following variables are also input in the computing software to determine the fracture zone: lateral thrust factor \( \lambda \), Poisson ratio \( \nu \), dip angle of rock layers \( \alpha \), location of rock layers relative to the excavation boundaries, rock cohesion \( K \), internal friction angle \( \phi \), ultimate tensile strain \( \varepsilon_r \) of the rock mass layers.

The following input data is also provided: the number of division zones \( N \) in the excavation boundaries, and coordinates of each \( x_i \) and \( y_i \), line, the line division interval \( \delta \) and the number of loading steps \( W \). The line orientation should represent a divergent system with uniform coverage of the rock mass. It is also possible to specify the position of the so called weakness planes corresponding to the basic systems of joints.

Studying the impact of joints on the rock strength and, consequently, on the stability of the surrounding rock mass is also of great interest in the design of mine support systems [20,21].

The graphical data for modelling are shown in Fig. 3.

For each of the loading stages, a contour of the zone within which the rocks are in inelastic state is defined. Each stage of the loading study begins with the first line and with the first point on each line, one step away from the view point. Stresses corresponding to the given loading stage are calculated for this point. Upon this, the strength conditions are verified and this operation is repeated for the next point. When all the points along the line are covered, the calculations are done until all the points along all the lines are examined.

With some degree of approximation, the specified strength conditions for rocks can be said to fall within the following ratio: \( \sigma_{\text{comp}}:\sigma_{\text{share}}:\sigma_{\text{strain}} = 1.0: 0.3: 0.1 \) [21].

In this case, a non-dimensional coefficient \( \gamma H/\sigma \) (see Table 1) was taken as the rock strength condition for convenience of calculations.

The results of calculations are the coordinates of the fracture zone boundaries and a graphical

\[ \text{Fig. 1. Node coordinates at the excavation boundaries.} \]

\[ \text{Fig. 2. Layout of lines.} \]

\[ \text{Fig. 3. Graphical data for modelling the arch support.} \]
representation of these boundaries around the excavation section (see Figs. 4 and 5).

Having determined the zone of inelastic deformations or the fracture zone, we can assess the size of the fracture zone in the roof, floor and the walls of the excavation, as well as the loads on the mine support from the surrounding rock mass.

In order to obtain numerical values for the support structural load, we need to calculate the size of the fracture zone around the initial excavation. In particular, the vertical support load will be determined by the dimensions of the fracture zone in the roof and the volume weight of the rocks within this fracture zone, i.e. the shaded part of the fracture zone (see Fig. 6).

As a comparison, we also carried out mathematical modelling for a trapezoidal cross-section of the excavation. Some of the results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

In order to make the results more demonstrative, we introduced another modelling parameter, i.e. the “excavation impact factor”, $K_v$, which characterizes the ratio of the total fracture area around the excavation to the area of the excavation.

The area of the roof fracture zone, being the value defining the highest load, can be used to determine the support parameters. However, the predominance of the vertical load over lateral, is not always the case in geomechanics, which should be taken into account when designing the support system.

If bolting can be used as the main support system, then it is possible to use the sizes of the fracture zone in the roof and the walls of the mine excavation to determine the optimal bolt sizes.

### Table 1. Rock properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{comp}}$, MPa</th>
<th>$\gamma H / \sigma_{\text{comp}}$</th>
<th>$K_{\text{coh}}$, MPa</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{strain}}$, MPa</th>
<th>$K_{\text{coh}}$ as a share of $\gamma H$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. The values of fracture parameters around the arched section of an underground excavation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\gamma H / \sigma_{\text{comp}}$</th>
<th>$S_{\text{v}}$</th>
<th>$S_{\text{k}}$</th>
<th>$K_{\text{v}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data for the arched cross-section was processed as an example to illustrate the results of mathematical modelling.

For this case, based on the values provided in Table 2, graphical dependencies were built and analytical dependencies of the obtained values were found using statistical methods (see Figs. 9 and 10).

The validation criterion for this analytical dependence is the determination factor $R^2$. This indicator is a statistical measure of agreement, which helps to determine whether the regression equation corresponds to the actual data. If the determination factor is closer to 1, it corresponds to a reliable model.
where all observation points are closer to the regression line [21].

In this case, this parameter is not indicative due to the small number of modelling experiments that were carried out, but it does show the viability of applying this methodology to the modelling results.

It should be emphasised that it is possible to use simple application software to create paired dependencies (as it was demonstrated above). If more complex multivariate mathematical models are to be developed that would reflect several (two or more) parameters as their input indicators, application of more specialised statistical software would be necessary. These software applications make it possible not only to create an analytical relationship between the stability of a mine excavation and input parameters, but also to assess the impact of each of the factors included in the model on the resulting indicator [22].

3. Results and discussion

This approach makes it possible to simplify and speed up the process of determining the stresses in the surrounding rock mass, and thus, without the need for mathematical modelling, to determine the most rational parameters of the support system.

However, statistical processing of the obtained results requires a rather significant number of observations and measurements. All of this must be taken into account when building the statistical dependencies of the investigated process.

As Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate, the fracture zone is largely defined by the strength of the surrounding rock mass. If the strength of the rock mass is negligible (20–30 MPa), as can be seen from the drawings, the stability of the mine workings can be ensured by using standing or intensive (retaining frames) support systems. A stronger rock mass (40–60 MPa) around a mine excavation makes it possible to use less expensive enveloping or insulating support (bolting, shotcreting).

It should be particularly noted that this study was not aiming to define rational parameters of the rock support systems for specific rock conditions. The main objective was to demonstrate the algorithm and to determine the parameters of the fracture zone, which can be obtained using a fairly simple computing complex and standard graphics software packages.

A remark can also be made that in some cases, a combination of a sufficiently strong surrounding rock mass weakened by various systems of joints (natural and man-caused), water content in rocks, mutual influence of mine excavations in particular zones, etc., require the use of combined supports that combines properties of several types of the support systems mentioned above.

In order for parameters to be included in a mathematical model, they must be properly studied and expressed not as qualitative indicators, but as quantitative values that can be measured and presented as a number of common measures (strength in MPa, joint spacing, etc.). In any situation, the evaluation of parameters must not be
categorical and unambiguous. Any unambiguous answer may lead to an incorrect interpretation of all the modelling results.

It should also be taken into account that the application of a particular mathematical modelling method cannot be regulated or uniquely defined, since the results depend largely on the objectives pursued, the rock mass condition, the characteristics of the mining operation, as well as the personal preferences or experience of the researcher [23]. In the best-case scenario, mathematical modelling should be used in conjunction with a set of tools and monitoring systems of the surrounding rock mass.

In addition to simple computational complexes, the possibility should be noted to introduce various types of rock mass joints, accounting for possible rock dilatancy in the fracture zone, mutual influence of man-induced baring [24], etc.

However, the use of complex computational complexes and introduction of additional parameters into the initial programme do not always improve the model accuracy and are not necessarily justified in terms of cost and precision of the research. In some cases, a simple solution to an elastic problem can provide a comprehensive answer to the questions posed. It is necessary to do it as simple as possible, but definitely not below the simplicity of this solution.

4. Conclusions

Mathematical modelling of the geomechanical processes around the mine excavations makes it possible to take better account of the actual mining environment and thus determine the stability of the surrounding rock mass with the utmost precision. Monitoring of displacements in the surrounding rock mass due to mining and rock support operations will make it possible to introduce the necessary

Fig. 8. Numerical definition of the parameters upon mathematical modelling for the trapezoidal support: a – the cross-sectional area of the excavation; b – the fracture zone area around the excavation; c – the fracture zone area in the roof of the excavation.

Fig. 9. Graph of the excavation impact factor dependence on $\gamma H/\sigma$.

Fig. 10. Graph of the fracture zone area around the excavation, as well as the area of the roof fracture zone calculated depending on $\gamma H/\sigma$.
corrections and adjustments to the mathematical model, making it the most accurate and closest to the actual settings in a particular mine.

The use of graphical capabilities and the resulting analytical dependencies will help to considerably simplify and speed up the process of determining the stability of mine excavations and develop rational designs of support systems.

Mine support is one of the most expensive and time-consuming operations in mining. Complex research using mathematical modelling and in-situ monitoring of the surrounding rock mass is therefore, in many ways, less expensive than unjustified use of expensive mine support systems.
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